
V3MAIN TECHNOLOGIES
MSRP PRICING

 
BARRACUDA PRODUCTS

Family Product Name Product Code MSRP
Email Protection Barracuda Advanced Email Security BEO‐AES1‐MSP $3.84
Email Protection Barracuda Total Email Protection BEO‐BTEP‐MSP $13.43
Email Protection Barracuda Cloud‐to‐Cloud Backup Service BEO‐CCB1‐MSP $5.34

Email Protection Barracuda Email Complete Edition BEO‐CPC1‐MSP $9.86
Email Protection Barracuda Email Archiving Service BEO‐EAS1‐MSP $4.80
Email Protection Barracuda Email Compliance Edition BEO‐ESC1‐MSP $7.12
Email Protection Forensics & Incident Response BEO‐FIR1‐MSP $4.80
Email Protection Sentinel BEO‐SNT1‐MSP $6.03
Email Protection Barracuda Managed Phishline BPL‐0100‐MSP $2.88
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 190 BBS‐190‐MSP $246.60
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 190 w/AWS BBS‐190‐MSP2 $205.50
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 290 BBS‐290‐MSP $356.20
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 290 w/AWS BBS‐290‐MSP2 $287.70
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 295 BBS‐295‐MSP $397.30
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 295 w/AWS BBS‐295‐MSP2 $342.50
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 390 BBS‐390‐MSP $589.10
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server  390 w/AWS BBS‐390‐MSP2 $479.50
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 490 BBS‐490‐MSP $1,644.00



Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 490 w/AWS BBS‐490‐MSP2 $931.60
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 690 BBS‐690‐MSP $2,329.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 690 w/AWS BBS‐690‐MSP2 $1,644.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 790 BBS‐790‐MSP $3,014.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 790 w/AWS BBS‐790‐MSP2 $2,329.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 791 BBS‐791‐MSP $3,014.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 791 w/AWS BBS‐791‐MSP2 $2,329.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 890 BBS‐890‐MSP $3,562.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 890 w/AWS BBS‐890‐MSP2 $2,877.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 891 BBS‐891‐MSP $3,699.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 891 w/AWS BBS‐891‐MSP2 $3,014.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 895a BBS‐895A‐MSP $5,343.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 895a w/AWS BBS‐895A‐MSP2 $4,110.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 895b BBS‐895B‐MSP $5,343.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 895b w/AWS BBS‐895B‐MSP2 $4,110.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 991 BBS‐991‐MSP $6,987.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 991 w/AWS BBS‐991‐MSP2 $5,480.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 995b BBS‐995B‐MSP $11,645.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 995b w/AWS BBS‐995B‐MSP2 $9,179.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 1091 BBS‐1091‐MSP $16,166.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 1091 w/AWS BBS‐1091‐MSP2 $12,467.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Server 1191 BBS‐1191‐MSP $26,852.00
Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Vx TB Cloud Storage BBS‐V90‐BU‐MSP $164.40

Backup Server/Service Barracuda Backup Vx Sockets 90Vx BBS‐V90‐KU‐MSP $117.82
Backup Server/Service Barracuda L‐Shape Rack Mount Kit for 

BBS190B which includes BNRK015
BBS190b.RK015 $184.13

Backup Server/Service Exports run by Barracuda Personnel For 
Customers Exporting Large Volumes of 
Data

BCA‐S001‐EXPORT‐01 $16.17

Intronis Backup Volume plan Local backup LBU $9.32



Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS190 MBS‐0190‐MSP $205.50

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS290 MBS‐0290‐MSP $232.90

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS390 MBS‐0390‐MSP $301.40

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS490 MBS‐0490‐MSP $589.10

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS690 MBS‐0690‐MSP $1,178.20

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS790 MBS‐0790‐MSP $1,781.00

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS890 MBS‐0890‐MSP $2,466.00

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS895 MBS‐0895‐MSP $3,562.00

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS990 MBS‐0990‐MSP $5,480.00

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS995 MBS‐0995‐MSP $10,823.00

Intronis Backup Barracuda Manage BU Service BBS1090 MBS‐1090‐MSP $15,755.00

Intronis Backup Managed Backup for IBU MIBU‐FSBU $20.41
Intronis Backup 4 TB Restore Drive for Intronis Support MSC‐RD04TB $411.00

Intronis Backup 8 TB Restore Drive for Intronis Support MSC‐RD08TB $506.90

Intronis Backup 10 TB Restore Drive for Intronis Support MSC‐RD10TB $575.40

Intronis Backup 16 TB Restore Drive for Intronis Support MSC‐RD16TB $726.10

Intronis Backup Site license, basic 100GB SL‐B100G $49.32
Intronis Backup 35GB site license SL‐E35G $26.30



Intronis Backup 30TB site license SL‐EL30T $1,068.60
Intronis Backup Site license, local 10GB SL‐L10G $15.48
Intronis Backup 15TB site license SL‐P15T $548.00
Intronis Backup 3TB site license SL‐P3T $342.50
Intronis Backup 1TB site license SL‐S1T $232.90
Intronis Backup 300GB site license SL‐S300G $134.26
Intronis Backup 500GB site license SL‐S500G $178.10
Intronis Backup Unlimited SL‐U $342.50
Intronis Backup 50TB site license SL‐UL50T $1,781.00
Intronis Backup 100TB site license SL‐XL100T $3,562.00
Intronis Backup Volume plan Physical imaging PI1 $18.50
Intronis Backup Volume plan Quickspin QKS $27.81
Intronis Backup Volume plan Rapid Recovery QKSRR $27.81
Intronis Backup Per GB plan uncompressed VGB‐1G* $0.27
Intronis Backup Per GB plan. VGB‐1GC $0.27
Freight & Shipping Custom Logistics Requirements SHIP‐CUSTMLOG $1.37
Freight & Shipping Express S/H SHIP‐EXPRS $246.60
Freight & Shipping NL Gateway Service SHIP‐NL‐GTWY $0.00
Freight & Shipping US ‐ Third Party Pickup SHIP‐US‐3PTY $150.70
Freight & Shipping US S/H International SHIP‐US‐INT1 $260.30
Sonian Barracuda View Archive Service SSP‐2001‐MSP $4.11
Sonian Barracuda Data Export Service (per GB) SSP‐2005‐MSP $14.66

Sonian Barracuda Data Import Service (per GB) SSP‐2006‐MSP $14.66

Sonian Sonian Snowcone Appliance SSP‐2015‐MSP $205.50
Sonian Sonian Snowball Appliance SSP‐2022‐MSP $671.30
Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT Managed Email 

Protection Orig
XDR‐EML1‐MSP $4.80

Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT Managed Endpoint 
Protection Orig

XDR‐ENPT‐MSP $9.59



Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT Log Security 
Monitoring Orig

XDR‐LOG1‐MSP $25.00

Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT 1 Year Data Retention 
Orig

XDR‐LR01‐MSP $2.74

Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT Network Security 
Monitoring Orig

XDR‐NTWK‐MSP $20.55

Barracuda SKOUT *Barracuda SKOUT Office 365 Security 
Monitoring Orig

XDR‐O365‐MSP $7.54

Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Email Security (Monitor) XDR‐EMAIL‐MON‐MB‐1M $3.43

Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Cloud Security XDR‐CLOUD‐MON‐MB‐1M $10.96
Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Endpoint Security 

(Managed)
XDR‐EDR‐MNG‐DVC‐1M $9.59

Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Endpoint Security 
(Monitor)

XDR‐EDR‐MON‐DVC‐1M $4.11

Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Server Security XDR‐SVR‐MON‐DVC‐1M $137.00
Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Network Security XDR‐NTWK‐MON‐DVC‐1M $95.90
Barracuda XDR Barracuda XDR Extended Retention XDR‐EXTRET‐1Y‐DS‐1M $12.33
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Advanced Software 

Management
RMM‐ADSM‐MSP $1.92

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Antivirus RMM‐ANVR‐MSP $1.92
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Device Cloud RMM‐DVOC‐MSP $4.11
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Device On Premise RMM‐DVOP‐MSP $4.11
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Server Cloud RMM‐SVOC‐MSP $8.36
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Server On Premise RMM‐SVOP‐MSP $8.36
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Service Center On 

Premise
RMM‐SCOP‐MSP $1,109.70

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Service Center Cloud RMM‐SCOC‐MSP $1,109.70
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Helpdesk Extended 

Hours Premium
RMM‐HDEH‐MSP $32.33

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Helpdesk Full Support 
Premium

RMM‐HDFS‐MSP $35.21



Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Premium Helpdesk  
Phone Support

RMM‐HDPS‐MSP $246.60

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Standard Helpdesk  
Primary +

RMM‐HDSS‐MSP $29.04

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Helpdesk Standard 
Hours Premium

RMM‐HSSP‐MSP $27.95

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level1 Network 
Device Premium

RMM‐NCD1‐MSP $14.66

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level2 Network 
Device Premium

RMM‐NCD2‐MSP $36.72

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level3 Network 
Device Premium

RMM‐NCD3‐MSP $73.98

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level1 Server  
Premium

RMM‐NCS1‐MSP $29.32

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level2 Server 
Premium

RMM‐NCS2‐MSP $89.05

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level1 Virtual 
Server Premium

RMM‐NCV1‐MSP $29.32

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level2 Virtual 
Server Premium

RMM‐NCV2‐MSP $89.05

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level1 Workstation 
Premium

RMM‐NCW1‐MSP $8.91

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level2 Workstation  
Premium

RMM‐NCW2‐MSP $17.67

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 1 Network 
Device Primary +

RMM‐NPD1‐MSP $11.37

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 2 Network 
Device Primary +

RMM‐NPD2‐MSP $19.45

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 1 Server 
Primary +

RMM‐NPS1‐MSP $16.17

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 2 Server 
Primary +

RMM‐NPS2‐MSP $72.61

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 1 Virtual 
Server Primary +

RMM‐NPV1‐MSP $16.17



Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 2 Virtual 
Server Primary +

RMM‐NPV2‐MSP $72.61

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 1 Workstation 
Primary +

RMM‐NPW1‐MSP $4.11

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Level 2 Workstation 
Primary +

RMM‐NPW2‐MSP $11.37

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Premium: Incident / 
Project Management

RMM‐PMIP‐MSP $301.40

Barracuda RMM NOC Project & Prof Service Primary + RMM‐PSPW‐MSP $205.50
Barracuda RMM NOC Remote Consult L3 Premium RMM‐REPC‐MSP $260.30
Barracuda RMM NOC Remote Engineer L1 PAN Premium RMM‐REPP‐MSP $119.19

Barracuda RMM NOC Remote Engineer L2 Srver Premium RMM‐REPS‐MSP $178.10

Barracuda RMM RMM Migration  Service for Managed 
Workplace

RMM‐RMMS‐MSP $5,891.00

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC 1‐year SDX Bundle 
Premium

RMM‐SDXB‐MSP $41.10

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Service Order New Site 
Premium

RMM‐SNSP‐MSP $178.10

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Service Order New Site 
Primary +

RMM‐SNSS‐MSP $178.10

Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM NOC Primary Plus Setup 
Fee

RMM‐SUPP‐MSP $452.10

Barracuda RMM NOC Premium Setup Fee RMM‐SUPS‐MSP $452.10
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Server Cloud RMM‐SVOC‐MSP $8.36
Barracuda RMM Barracuda RMM Server On Premise RMM‐SVOP‐MSP $8.36
Content Shield Service Barracuda Content Shield Plus BCS‐100A‐MSP $4.38
CloudGen Access CloudGen Access CGA‐A01‐MSP $9.32
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda L‐Shape Rack Mount Kit for 

CloudGen Firewall F18B
BNGF18B.RK015 $93.16

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Spare Rack Mount Rails for 
Model F600D

BNGF600D.RK017 $931.60



Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda L‐Shape Rack Mount Kit for 
Model F80B

BNGF80B.RK015 $93.16

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda SPARE USB Recovery Drive BNGUSB $76.72
Cloudgen Firewall Rack Rails for Barracuda CloudGen 

Firewall Appliance models F800 Rev.C 
and F900 Rev.B

BPNGRAC‐03 $931.60

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Rack Rail Kit for CloudGen 
Firewall Appliance models F1000

BPNGRAC‐04 $931.60

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Rack Mount Kit for 
2x0/3x0/4x0

BPRAC‐01 $150.70

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Rack Mount Kit for Desktop 
Chassis including 190 and 210

BPRAC‐03 $73.98

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda L‐Shape Rack Mount Kit for 
CloudGen Firewall F18a and F80a

BPRAC‐04 $67.13

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda L‐Shape Rack Mount Kit for 
CloudGen Firewall F12

BPRAC‐05 $172.62

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Web Appl Firewall Appliance 
360

BWF‐0360‐MSP $808.30

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Web Appl Firewall Appliance 
460

BWF‐0460‐MSP $1,150.80

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Web Appl Firewall Appliance 
660

BWF‐0660‐MSP $2,603.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Web Appl Firewall Appliance 
860

BWF‐0860‐MSP $6,028.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Web Appl Firewall Appliance 
960

BWF‐0960‐MSP $8,631.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For AWS ‐ 
Level 1

BWF‐CA01‐MSP $1,246.70

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For AWS ‐ 
Level 5

BWF‐CA05‐MSP $1,644.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for AWS 
Level 2

CGF‐CAW002‐MSP $671.30

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for AWS 
Level 4

CGF‐CAW004‐MSP $1,233.00



Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for AWS 
Level 6

CGF‐CAW006‐MSP $2,055.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for AWS 
Level 8

CGF‐CAW008‐MSP $3,562.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for Azure 
Level 2

CGF‐CAZ002‐MSP $671.30

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for Azure 
Level 4

CGF‐CAZ004‐MSP $1,233.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for Azure 
Level 6

CGF‐CAZ006‐MSP $2,055.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for Azure 
Level 8

CGF‐CAZ008‐MSP $3,562.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Firewall Control Center 
VCC610 for AWS

CGF‐CCAW610‐MSP $1,644.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Firewall Control Center 
VCC610 for Azure

CGF‐CCAZ610‐MSP $1,644.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Firewall Control Center 
VCC610 for GCP

CGF‐CCLD610‐MSP $1,644.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for GCP 
Level 2

CGF‐CLD002‐MSP $671.30

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for GCP 
Level 4

CGF‐CLD004‐MSP $1,233.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for GCP 
Level 6

CGF‐CLD006‐MSP $2,055.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall for GCP 
Level 8

CGF‐CLD008‐MSP $3,562.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F1005 
(F1000.CE0)

CGF‐F1005‐MSP $17,947.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F1006 
(F1000.CFE)

CGF‐F1006‐MSP $21,783.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F1007 
(F1000.CE2)

CGF‐F1007‐MSP $21,783.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F1008 
(F1000.CFEQ)

CGF‐F1008‐MSP $193,170.00



Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F12 CGF‐F12‐MSP $102.75
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F18 CGF‐F18‐MSP $164.40
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F180 CGF‐F180‐MSP $493.20
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F183R 

Rugged
CGF‐F183R‐MSP $589.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F193 CGF‐F193‐MSP $5,891.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F280 CGF‐F280‐MSP $602.80
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F380 CGF‐F380‐MSP $767.20
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F400 CGF‐F400‐MSP $1,315.20
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F404 

(F400.F20)
CGF‐F404‐MSP $1,918.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F600 
(F600.C10)

CGF‐F600‐MSP $2,329.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F601 
(F601.C20)

CGF‐F601‐MSP $2,740.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F603 
(F600.F10)

CGF‐F603‐MSP $2,466.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F604 
(F600.F20)

CGF‐F604‐MSP $2,877.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F605 
(F600.E20)

CGF‐F605‐MSP $3,562.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F80 CGF‐F80‐MSP $191.80
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F801 

(F800.CCC)
CGF‐F801‐MSP $4,384.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F804 
(F800.CCF)

CGF‐F804‐MSP $4,384.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F805 
(F800.CCE)

CGF‐F805‐MSP $3,425.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F901 
(F900.CCC)

CGF‐F901‐MSP $7,672.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F905 
(F900.CCE)

CGF‐F905‐MSP $8,357.00



Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F906 
(F900.CFE)

CGF‐F906‐MSP $8,905.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F908 
(F900.CFEQ)

CGF‐F908‐MSP $12,330.00

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F93 CGF‐F93‐MSP $356.20
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC20 CGF‐FSC20‐MSP $46.58
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC21 CGF‐FSC21‐MSP $53.43
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC24 CGF‐FSC24‐MSP $68.50
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC25 CGF‐FSC25‐MSP $73.98
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC26 CGF‐FSC26‐MSP $68.50
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Connector SC27 CGF‐FSC27‐MSP $73.98
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda USB Modem M40 CGF‐M40‐MSP $29.73
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda USB Modem M41 CGF‐M41‐MSP $29.73
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F12 CGF‐MFSF12‐MSP $164.40

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F18 CGF‐MFSF18‐MSP $178.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F180 CGF‐MFSF180‐MSP $178.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F280 CGF‐MFSF280‐MSP $178.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F380 CGF‐MFSF380‐MSP $301.40

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F400 CGF‐MFSF400‐MSP $301.40

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F600 CGF‐MFSF600‐MSP $589.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Managed Firewall Service F80 CGF‐MFSF80‐MSP $178.10

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Firewall Control Center VC610 CGF‐VC610‐MSP $534.30

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Firewall Control Center VC820 CGF‐VC820‐MSP $1,644.00



Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF100 CGF‐VF100‐MSP $328.80
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF1000 CGF‐VF1000‐MSP $1,137.10
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF2000 CGF‐VF2000‐MSP $1,781.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF25 CGF‐VF25‐MSP $108.23
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF250 CGF‐VF250‐MSP $520.60
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF4000 CGF‐VF4000‐MSP $2,466.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF50 CGF‐VF50‐MSP $205.50
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF500 CGF‐VF500‐MSP $767.20
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen Firewall VF8000 CGF‐VF8000‐MSP $3,425.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda Secure Access Controller 

VFAC610
CGF‐VFAC610‐MSP $493.20

Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T100 CGW‐T100‐MSP $115.08
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T193 CGW‐T193‐MSP $287.70
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T200 CGW‐T200‐MSP $465.80
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T400 CGW‐T400‐MSP $1,328.90
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T600 CGW‐T600‐MSP $2,740.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T900 CGW‐T900‐MSP $8,083.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN T93 CGW‐T93‐MSP $232.90
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN VT100 CGW‐VT100‐MSP $79.46
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN VT1500 CGW‐VT1500‐MSP $931.60
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN VT3000 CGW‐VT3000‐MSP $1,918.00
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN VT500 CGW‐VT500‐MSP $315.10
Cloudgen Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAN VT5000 CGW‐VT5000‐MSP $5,617.00
Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For AWS ‐ 

Level 10
BWF‐CA10‐MSP $2,329.00

Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For AWS ‐ 
Level 15

BWF‐CA15‐MSP $3,699.00

Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For Azure ‐ 
Level 1

BWF‐CZ01‐MSP $1,246.70

Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For Azure ‐ 
Level 5

BWF‐CZ05‐MSP $1,644.00



Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For Azure ‐ 
Level 10

BWF‐CZ10‐MSP $2,329.00

Web App Firewall Barracuda CloudGen WAF For Azure ‐ 
Level 15

BWF‐CZ15‐MSP $3,699.00

Web App Firewall Barracuda WAF‐as‐a‐Service Application BWF‐S001‐WA‐MSP $128.78

Web App Firewall Barracuda Web Application Firewall 
360Vx

BWF‐V360‐MSP $493.20

Web App Firewall Barracuda Web Application Firewall 
460Vx

BWF‐V460‐MSP $589.10

Web App Firewall Barracuda Web Application Firewall 
660Vx

BWF‐V660‐MSP $1,370.00

Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 1010 BYF‐1010‐MSP $13,152.00

Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 1011 BYF‐1011‐MSP $13,152.00

Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 210 BYF‐210‐MSP $369.90
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 310 BYF‐310‐MSP $479.50
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 410 BYF‐410‐MSP $959.00
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 610 BYF‐610‐MSP $2,329.00
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 810 BYF‐810‐MSP $3,973.00
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 910 BYF‐910‐MSP $6,439.00
Web Security Gateway Barracuda Web Security Gateway 910b BYF‐910B‐MSP $6,439.00

TQS PRODUCTS

TQS  Procipity  TQS‐003  $36,950.00
TQS  DropZone  TQS‐004  $31,450.00
TQS  ASM  TQS‐001  $37,450.00



HOUR TIMESHEET PRODUCTS

Hour Timesheet Employee timekeeping HOUR-TIMESHEET $4.00

Family Product Name Services Unit MSRP
IT MANAGED SECURITY 
SERVICES

Security Project Manager  NA  p/hour  $     173.73 
Chief Information Security Officer / SME  NA  p/hour  $     198.55 

Computer Security Systems Specialist  NA  p/hour  $     148.91 
Cyber-Security Analyst/Engineer  NA  p/hour  $     173.73 
Security Engineer – Penetration Testing  NA  p/hour  $     173.73 

Configuration Management Specialist  NA  p/hour  $     124.09 
Data Security Specialist  NA  p/hour  $     148.91 
Disaster Recovery Specialist  NA  p/hour  $     173.73 
Document Support Specialist  NA  p/hour  $       90.25 

Manage overall implementation of 
the Security Projects or SaaS or 
COTS 

PMO DIRECTOR  NA  p/hour  $     225.63 
Sr. Program Manager  NA  p/hour  $     203.06 
Program Manager  NA  p/hour  $     180.50 
Sr. Project Manager  NA  p/hour  $     157.94 
Mid Level Project Manager  NA  p/hour  $     135.38 
Project Manager/Scrum Master  NA  p/hour  $     112.81 

V3MAIN PRODEUCTS AND SERVICES



Sr. Business Analyst  NA  p/hour  $     112.81 
Business Analyst  NA  p/hour  $       90.25 

Compliance Analyst Level 1

Reviews and provides recommendations 
for security assessment plans and results, 
creates plans of action and milestones 
(POA&Ms), prepares and documents 
findings, assists with the certification and 
accreditation process. Assists the engineer 
at times with conducting system analysis, 
design, development, test and evaluation 
activities, ensuring the integration of 
software, hardware, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, survivability, 
human and other requirements in the total 
security engineering effort. Identifies 
requirements and participates in 
information analysis, cost-benefit 
analysis, system trade studies, and risk 
analysis. Assists in the selection of system 
architecture components, allocating 
requirements and preparing specifications. 

V3M-JOB-011

 p/hour $156.00 



Compliance Analyst Level 2

Reviews and provides recommendations 
for security assessment plans and results, 
creates plans of action and milestones 
(POA&Ms), prepares and documents 
findings, assists with the certification and 
accreditation process. Assists the engineer 
at times with conducting system analysis, 
design, development, test and evaluation 
activities, ensuring the integration of 
software, hardware, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, survivability, 
human and other requirements in the total 
security engineering effort. Identifies 
requirements and participates in 
information analysis, cost-benefit 
analysis, system trade studies, and risk 
analysis. Assists in the selection of system 
architecture components, allocating 
requirements and preparing specifications. 
Min 4 years of experience 

V3M-JOB-012

 p/hour $181.80 



Compliance Analyst Level 3

Reviews and provides recommendations 
for security assessment plans and results, 
creates plans of action and milestones 
(POA&Ms), prepares and documents 
findings, assists with the certification and 
accreditation process. Assists the engineer 
at times with conducting system analysis, 
design, development, test and evaluation 
activities, ensuring the integration of 
software, hardware, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, survivability, 
human and other requirements in the total 
security engineering effort. Identifies 
requirements and participates in 
information analysis, cost-benefit 
analysis, system trade studies, and risk 
analysis. Assists in the selection of system 
architecture components, allocating 
requirements and preparing specifications. 
Min 8 years of experience 

V3M-JOB-013

 p/hour $211.00 

Cyber Security Architect Level 1

Responsible for planning, designing and 
maintaining cybersecurity infrastructure, 
including computer systems and data. 
Oversees strategic, operational, and 
budgetary aspects of data management 
and protection. These professionals work 
closely with fellow executives to develop 
information security policies and 
procedures for a business or organization

V3M-JOB-021

 p/hour $162.00 



Cyber Security Architect Level 2

Responsible for planning, designing and 
maintaining cybersecurity infrastructure, 

including computer systems and data. 
Oversees strategic, operational, and 

budgetary aspects of data management 
and protection. These professionals work 
closely with fellow executives to develop 

information security policies and 
procedures for a business or organization 

Min 4 years of experience 

V3M-JOB-022

 p/hour $186.94 

Cyber Security Architect Level 3

Responsible for planning, designing and 
maintaining cybersecurity infrastructure, 

including computer systems and data. 
Oversees strategic, operational, and 

budgetary aspects of data management 
and protection. These professionals work 
closely with fellow executives to develop 

information security policies and 
procedures for a business or organization 

Min 8 years of expereince

V3M-JOB-023

 p/hour $207.37 

Program/Project Manager Level 1 

Plan, organize and administer 
program/project activities and services; 
serve as resource to staff; advise and 
provide technical recommendations. 
Define program/project governance, 
moniyoring progress, managing the 
budget, managing risk and taking 
corrective action.

V3M-JOB-031

 p/hour $178.59 



Program/Project Manager Level 2

Plan, organize and administer 
program/project activities and services; 

serve as resource to staff; advise and 
provide technical recommendations. 
Define program/project governance, 
moniyoring progress, managing the 
budget, managing risk and taking 
corrective action. Min 4 years of 

experience 

V3M-JOB-032

 p/hour $215.96 

Program/Project Manager Level 3

Plan, organize and administer 
program/project activities and services; 

serve as resource to staff; advise and 
provide technical recommendations. 
Define program/project governance, 
moniyoring progress, managing the 
budget, managing risk and taking 
corrective action. Min 8 years of 

expereince

V3M-JOB-033

 p/hour $241.64 

Cloud Architect Level 1

Design, code, implement and maintain 
AWS and Azure cloud solutions. 
Supervises cloud adoption, manages 
architecture and deployment in a cloud-
based environment. Enhances 
infrastructure automation and security 
through DevSecOps methodology.

V3M-JOB-041

 p/hour $147.01 

Cloud Architect Level 2

Design, code, implement and maintain 
AWS and Azure cloud solutions. 
Supervises cloud adoption, manages 
architecture and deployment in a cloud-
based environment. Enhances 
infrastructure automation and security 
through DevSecOps methodology. Min 4 
years of experience 

V3M-JOB-042

 p/hour $162.54 



Cloud Architect Level 3

Design, code, implement and maintain 
AWS and Azure cloud solutions. 
Supervises cloud adoption, manages 
architecture and deployment in a cloud-
based environment. Enhances 
infrastructure automation and security 
through DevSecOps methodology. Min 8 
years of experience 

V3M-JOB-043

 p/hour $186.94 

Cyber Security Engineer Level 1

Troubleshoots and resolves complex 
network security incidents, to include 
packet capture, analysis, and log review. 
Solves complex technical problems 
through engineering, including 
requirements analysis, design, 
development, implementation and testing. 
Manages documentation for perimeter 
security environments. Collaborates with 
multiple stakeholders across functional 
and technical skill sets

V3M-JOB-051

 p/hour $186.10 

Cyber Security Engineer Level 2

Design, code, implement and maintain 
AWS and Azure cloud solutions. 
Supervises cloud adoption, manages 
architecture and deployment in a cloud-
based environment. Enhances 
infrastructure automation and security 
through DevSecOps methodology. Min 4 
years of experience 

V3M-JOB-052

 p/hour $202.65 



Cyber Security Engineer Level 3

Design, code, implement and maintain 
AWS and Azure cloud solutions. 
Supervises cloud adoption, manages 
architecture and deployment in a cloud-
based environment. Enhances 
infrastructure automation and security 
through DevSecOps methodology. Min 8 
years of experience 

V3M-JOB-053

 p/hour $264.85 

Junior Business Intelligence 
Analyst

Produce financial and market intelligence 
by querying data repositories and 
generating periodic reports. Devise 
methods for identifying data patterns and 
trends in available information sources.  
The Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-101

 p/hour $102.07 



Journeyman Business Intelligence 
Analyst

Produce financial and market intelligence 
by querying data repositories and 
generating periodic reports. Devise 
methods for identifying data patterns and 
trends in available information sources.  
The Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-102

 p/hour $124.03 

Senior Business Intelligence 
Analyst

Produce financial and market intelligence 
by querying data repositories and 
generating periodic reports. Devise 
methods for identifying data patterns and 
trends in available information sources.  
The Senior position possesses and applies 
a comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-103

 p/hour $143.69 



SME - Business Intelligence 
Analyst

Produce financial and market intelligence 
by querying data repositories and 
generating periodic reports. Devise 
methods for identifying data patterns and 
trends in available information sources.  
The Subject Matter Expert (SME) position 
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-104

 p/hour $168.42 

Junior Computer and Information 
Research Scientist

Conduct research into fundamental 
computer and information science as 
theorists, designers, or inventors. Develop 
solutions to problems in the field of 
computer hardware and software.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-111

 p/hour $121.38 



Journeyman Computer and 
Information Research Scientist

Conduct research into fundamental 
computer and information science as 
theorists, designers, or inventors. Develop 
solutions to problems in the field of 
computer hardware and software.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-112

 p/hour $161.66 

Senior Computer and Information 
Research Scientist

Conduct research into fundamental 
computer and information science as 
theorists, designers, or inventors. Develop 
solutions to problems in the field of 
computer hardware and software.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-113

 p/hour $194.05 



SME - Computer and Information 
Research Scientist

Conduct research into fundamental 
computer and information science as 
theorists, designers, or inventors. Develop 
solutions to problems in the field of 
computer hardware and software.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-114

 p/hour $229.54 

Junior Computer and Information 
Systems Manager

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in 
such fields as electronic data processing, 
information systems, systems analysis, 
and computer programming.  The Junior 
position applies fundamental concepts, 
processes, practices, and procedures on 
technical assignments. Performs work that 
requires practical experience and training. 
Work is performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-121

 p/hour $157.14 



Journeyman Computer and 
Information Systems Manager

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in 
such fields as electronic data processing, 
information systems, systems analysis, 
and computer programming.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-122

 p/hour $181.55 

Senior Computer and Information 
Systems Manager

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in 
such fields as electronic data processing, 
information systems, systems analysis, 
and computer programming.  The Senior 
position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-123

 p/hour $218.17 



SME - Computer and Information 
Systems Manager

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in 
such fields as electronic data processing, 
information systems, systems analysis, 
and computer programming.  The Subject 
Matter Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-124

 p/hour $262.61 

Junior Computer Hardware 
Engineer

Research, design, develop, or test 
computer or computer-related equipment 
for commercial, industrial, military, or 
scientific use. May supervise the 
manufacturing and installation of 
computer or computer-related equipment 
and components.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-131

 p/hour $109.65 



Journeyman Computer Hardware 
Engineer

Research, design, develop, or test 
computer or computer-related equipment 
for commercial, industrial, military, or 
scientific use. May supervise the 
manufacturing and installation of 
computer or computer-related equipment 
and components.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-132

 p/hour $157.18 

Senior Computer Hardware 
Engineer

Research, design, develop, or test 
computer or computer-related equipment 
for commercial, industrial, military, or 
scientific use. May supervise the 
manufacturing and installation of 
computer or computer-related equipment 
and components.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-133

 p/hour $188.29 



SME - Computer Hardware 
Engineer

Research, design, develop, or test 
computer or computer-related equipment 
for commercial, industrial, military, or 
scientific use. May supervise the 
manufacturing and installation of 
computer or computer-related equipment 
and components.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-134

 p/hour $226.17 



Junior Computer Network 
Architect

Design and implement computer and 
information networks, such as local area 
networks (LAN), wide area networks 
(WAN), intranets, extranets, and other 
data communications networks.  Perform 
network modeling, analysis, and planning. 
May also design network and computer 
security measures. May research and 
recommend network and data 
communications hardware and software.  
The Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-141

 p/hour $121.50 



Journeyman Computer Network 
Architect

Design and implement computer and 
information networks, such as local area 
networks (LAN), wide area networks 
(WAN), intranets, extranets, and other 
data communications networks.  Perform 
network modeling, analysis, and planning. 
May also design network and computer 
security measures. May research and 
recommend network and data 
communications hardware and software.  
The Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-142

 p/hour $153.65 



Senior Computer Network 
Architect

Design and implement computer and 
information networks, such as local area 
networks (LAN), wide area networks 
(WAN), intranets, extranets, and other 
data communications networks.  Perform 
network modeling, analysis, and planning. 
May also design network and computer 
security measures. May research and 
recommend network and data 
communications hardware and software.  
The Senior position possesses and applies 
a comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-143

 p/hour $183.64 



SME - Computer Network 
Architect

Design and implement computer and 
information networks, such as local area 
networks (LAN), wide area networks 
(WAN), intranets, extranets, and other 
data communications networks.  Perform 
network modeling, analysis, and planning. 
May also design network and computer 
security measures. May research and 
recommend network and data 
communications hardware and software.  
The Subject Matter Expert (SME) position 
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-144

 p/hour $217.57 



Junior Computer Network Support 
Specialist

Analyze, test, troubleshoot, and evaluate 
existing network systems, such as local 
area network (LAN), wide area network 
(WAN), and Internet systems or a 
segment of a network system.  Perform 
network maintenance to ensure networks 
operate correctly with minimal 
interruption.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-151

 p/hour $86.77 

Journeyman Computer Network 
Support Specialist

Analyze, test, troubleshoot, and evaluate 
existing network systems, such as local 
area network (LAN), wide area network 
(WAN), and Internet systems or a 
segment of a network system.  Perform 
network maintenance to ensure networks 
operate correctly with minimal 
interruption.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-152

 p/hour $110.69 



Senior Computer Network Support 
Specialist

Analyze, test, troubleshoot, and evaluate 
existing network systems, such as local 
area network (LAN), wide area network 
(WAN), and Internet systems or a 
segment of a network system.  Perform 
network maintenance to ensure networks 
operate correctly with minimal 
interruption.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-153

 p/hour $134.38 



SME - Computer Network Support 
Specialist

Analyze, test, troubleshoot, and evaluate 
existing network systems, such as local 
area network (LAN), wide area network 
(WAN), and Internet systems or a 
segment of a network system.  Perform 
network maintenance to ensure networks 
operate correctly with minimal 
interruption.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-154

 p/hour $164.39 



Junior Computer Operator

Monitor and control electronic computer 
and peripheral electronic data processing 
equipment to process business, scientific, 
engineering, and other data according to 
operating instructions.
Monitor and respond to operating and 
error messages. May enter commands at a 
computer terminal and set controls on 
computer and peripheral devices.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-161

 p/hour $56.87 



Journeyman Computer Operator

Monitor and control electronic computer 
and peripheral electronic data processing 
equipment to process business, scientific, 
engineering, and other data according to 
operating instructions.
Monitor and respond to operating and 
error messages. May enter commands at a 
computer terminal and set controls on 
computer and peripheral devices.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-162

 p/hour $83.06 



Senior Computer Operator

Monitor and control electronic computer 
and peripheral electronic data processing 
equipment to process business, scientific, 
engineering, and other data according to 
operating instructions.
Monitor and respond to operating and 
error messages. May enter commands at a 
computer terminal and set controls on 
computer and peripheral devices.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-163

 p/hour $103.22 



SME - Computer Operator

Monitor and control electronic computer 
and peripheral electronic data processing 
equipment to process business, scientific, 
engineering, and other data according to 
operating instructions.
Monitor and respond to operating and 
error messages. May enter commands at a 
computer terminal and set controls on 
computer and peripheral devices.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-164

 p/hour $139.46 



Junior Computer Programmer

Create, modify, and test the code, forms, 
and script that allow computer 
applications to run. Work from 
specifications drawn up by software 
developers or other individuals. May 
assist software developers by analyzing 
user needs and designing software 
solutions. May develop and write 
computer programs to store, locate, and 
retrieve specific documents, data, and
information.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-171

 p/hour $98.50 



Journeyman Computer 
Programmer

Create, modify, and test the code, forms, 
and script that allow computer 
applications to run. Work from 
specifications drawn up by software 
developers or other individuals. May 
assist software developers by analyzing 
user needs and designing software 
solutions. May develop and write 
computer programs to store, locate, and 
retrieve specific documents, data, and
information.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-172

 p/hour $137.37 



Senior Computer Programmer

Create, modify, and test the code, forms, 
and script that allow computer 
applications to run. Work from 
specifications drawn up by software 
developers or other individuals. May 
assist software developers by analyzing 
user needs and designing software 
solutions. May develop and write 
computer programs to store, locate, and 
retrieve specific documents, data, and
information.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-173

 p/hour $159.45 



SME - Computer Programmer

Create, modify, and test the code, forms, 
and script that allow computer 
applications to run. Work from 
specifications drawn up by software 
developers or other individuals. May 
assist software developers by analyzing 
user needs and designing software 
solutions. May develop and write 
computer programs to store, locate, and 
retrieve specific documents, data, and
information.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 

th

V3M-JOB-174

 p/hour $194.87 



Junior Computer Systems Analyst

Analyze science, engineering, business, 
and other data processing problems to 
implement and improve computer 
systems. Analyze user requirements, 
procedures, and problems to automate or 
improve existing systems and review 
computer system capabilities, workflow, 
and scheduling
limitations. May analyze or recommend 
commercially available software.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-181

 p/hour $99.88 



Journeyman Computer Systems 
Analyst

Analyze science, engineering, business, 
and other data processing problems to 
implement and improve computer 
systems. Analyze user requirements, 
procedures, and problems to automate or 
improve existing systems and review 
computer system capabilities, workflow, 
and scheduling
limitations. May analyze or recommend 
commercially available software.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-182

 p/hour $119.93 



Senior Computer Systems Analyst

Analyze science, engineering, business, 
and other data processing problems to 
implement and improve computer 
systems. Analyze user requirements, 
procedures, and problems to automate or 
improve existing systems and review 
computer system capabilities, workflow, 
and scheduling
limitations. May analyze or recommend 
commercially available software.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-183

 p/hour $146.68 



SME - Computer Systems Analyst

Analyze science, engineering, business, 
and other data processing problems to 
implement and improve computer 
systems. Analyze user requirements, 
procedures, and problems to automate or 
improve existing systems and review 
computer system capabilities, workflow, 
and scheduling
limitations. May analyze or recommend 
commercially available software.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-184

 p/hour $172.44 



Junior Computer Systems 
Engineer/Architect

Design and develop solutions to complex 
applications problems, system 
administration issues, or network 
concerns. Perform systems management 
and integration functions.  The Junior 
position applies fundamental concepts, 
processes, practices, and procedures on 
technical assignments. Performs work that 
requires practical experience and training. 
Work is performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-191

 p/hour $134.54 

Journeyman Computer Systems 
Engineer/Architect

Design and develop solutions to complex 
applications problems, system 
administration issues, or network 
concerns. Perform systems management 
and integration functions.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-192

 p/hour $153.65 



Senior Computer Systems 
Engineer/Architect

Design and develop solutions to complex 
applications problems, system 
administration issues, or network 
concerns. Perform systems management 
and integration functions.  The Senior 
position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-193

 p/hour $183.64 



SME - Computer Systems 
Engineer/Architect

Design and develop solutions to complex 
applications problems, system 
administration issues, or network 
concerns. Perform systems management 
and integration functions.  The Subject 
Matter Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-194

 p/hour $217.57 



Junior Computer User Support 
Specialist

Provide technical assistance to computer 
users. Answer questions or resolve 
computer problems for clients in person, 
or via telephone or electronically. May 
provide assistance concerning the use of 
computer hardware and software, 
including printing, installation, word
processing, electronic mail, and operating 
systems.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-201

 p/hour $74.12 

Journeyman Computer User 
Support Specialist

Provide technical assistance to computer 
users. Answer questions or resolve 
computer problems for clients in person, 
or via telephone or electronically. May 
provide assistance concerning the use of 
computer hardware and software, 
including printing, installation, word
processing, electronic mail, and operating 
systems.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-202

 p/hour $87.98 



Senior Computer User Support 
Specialist

Provide technical assistance to computer 
users. Answer questions or resolve 
computer problems for clients in person, 
or via telephone or electronically. May 
provide assistance concerning the use of 
computer hardware and software, 
including printing, installation, word
processing, electronic mail, and operating 
systems.  The Senior position possesses 
and applies a comprehensive knowledge 
across key tasks and high impact 
assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-203

 p/hour $102.35 



SME - Computer User Support 
Specialist

Provide technical assistance to computer 
users. Answer questions or resolve 
computer problems for clients in person, 
or via telephone or electronically. May 
provide assistance concerning the use of 
computer hardware and software, 
including printing, installation, word
processing, electronic mail, and operating 
systems.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-204

 p/hour $123.80 



Junior Data Warehousing 
Specialist

Design, model, or implement corporate 
data warehousing activities. Program and 
configure warehouses of database 
information and provide support to 
warehouse users.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-211

 p/hour $99.76 

Journeyman Data Warehousing 
Specialist

Design, model, or implement corporate 
data warehousing activities. Program and 
configure warehouses of database 
information and provide support to 
warehouse users.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-212

 p/hour $123.80 



Senior Data Warehousing 
Specialist

Design, model, or implement corporate 
data warehousing activities. Program and 
configure warehouses of database 
information and provide support to 
warehouse users.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-213

 p/hour $145.76 



SME - Data Warehousing 
Specialist

Design, model, or implement corporate 
data warehousing activities. Program and 
configure warehouses of database 
information and provide support to 
warehouse users.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-214

 p/hour $179.04 



Junior Database Administrator

Administer, test, and implement computer 
databases, applying knowledge of 
database management systems. 
Coordinate changes to computer 
databases. May plan, coordinate, and
implement security measures to safeguard 
computer databases.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-221

 p/hour $102.29 

Journeyman Database 
Administrator

Administer, test, and implement computer 
databases, applying knowledge of 
database management systems. 
Coordinate changes to computer 
databases. May plan, coordinate, and
implement security measures to safeguard 
computer databases.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-222

 p/hour $125.29 



Senior Database Administrator

Administer, test, and implement computer 
databases, applying knowledge of 
database management systems. 
Coordinate changes to computer 
databases. May plan, coordinate, and
implement security measures to safeguard 
computer databases.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-223

 p/hour $160.83 



SME - Database Administrator

Administer, test, and implement computer 
databases, applying knowledge of 
database management systems. 
Coordinate changes to computer 
databases. May plan, coordinate, and
implement security measures to safeguard 
computer databases.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-224

 p/hour $182.79 



Junior Database Architect

Design strategies for enterprise database 
systems and set standards for operations, 
programming, and security. Design and 
construct large relational databases. 
Integrate new systems with existing 
warehouse structure and refine system 
performance and functionality.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-231

 p/hour $112.30 

Journeyman Database Architect

Design strategies for enterprise database 
systems and set standards for operations, 
programming, and security. Design and 
construct large relational databases. 
Integrate new systems with existing 
warehouse structure and refine system 
performance and functionality.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-232

 p/hour $136.68 



Senior Database Architect

Design strategies for enterprise database 
systems and set standards for operations, 
programming, and security. Design and 
construct large relational databases. 
Integrate new systems with existing 
warehouse structure and refine system 
performance and functionality.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-233

 p/hour $167.62 



SME - Database Architect

Design strategies for enterprise database 
systems and set standards for operations, 
programming, and security. Design and 
construct large relational databases. 
Integrate new systems with existing 
warehouse structure and refine system 
performance and functionality.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-234

 p/hour $198.78 



Junior Document Management 
Specialist

Implement and administer enterprise-wide 
document management systems and 
related
procedures that allow organizations to 
capture, store, retrieve, share, and destroy 
electronic records and documents.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-241

 p/hour $79.98 

Journeyman Document 
Management Specialist

Implement and administer enterprise-wide 
document management systems and 
related
procedures that allow organizations to 
capture, store, retrieve, share, and destroy 
electronic records and documents.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-242

 p/hour $95.97 



Senior Document Management 
Specialist

Implement and administer enterprise-wide 
document management systems and 
related
procedures that allow organizations to 
capture, store, retrieve, share, and destroy 
electronic records and documents.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-243

 p/hour $121.04 



SME - Document Management 
Specialist

Implement and administer enterprise-wide 
document management systems and 
related
procedures that allow organizations to 
capture, store, retrieve, share, and destroy 
electronic records and documents.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-244

 p/hour $147.72 



Junior Geographic Information 
Systems Technician

Assist scientists, technologists, or related 
professionals in building, maintaining, 
modifying, or
using geographic information systems 
(GIS) databases. May also perform some 
custom application development or 
provide user support.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-251

 p/hour $86.83 

Journeyman Geographic 
Information Systems Technician

Assist scientists, technologists, or related 
professionals in building, maintaining, 
modifying, or
using geographic information systems 
(GIS) databases. May also perform some 
custom application development or 
provide user support.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-252

 p/hour $101.57 



Senior Geographic Information 
Systems Technician

Assist scientists, technologists, or related 
professionals in building, maintaining, 
modifying, or
using geographic information systems 
(GIS) databases. May also perform some 
custom application development or 
provide user support.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-253

 p/hour $135.86 



SME - Geographic Information 
Systems Technician

Assist scientists, technologists, or related 
professionals in building, maintaining, 
modifying, or
using geographic information systems 
(GIS) databases. May also perform some 
custom application development or 
provide user support.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-254

 p/hour $152.57 



Junior Geospatial Information 
Scientist and Technologist

Research or develop geospatial 
technologies. May produce databases, 
perform applications programming, or 
coordinate projects. May specialize in 
areas such as agriculture, mining, health
care, retail trade, urban planning, or 
military intelligence.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-261

 p/hour $110.68 

Journeyman Geospatial 
Information Scientist and 
Technologist

Research or develop geospatial 
technologies. May produce databases, 
perform applications programming, or 
coordinate projects. May specialize in 
areas such as agriculture, mining, health
care, retail trade, urban planning, or 
military intelligence.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-262

 p/hour $120.46 



Senior Geospatial Information 
Scientist and Technologist

Research or develop geospatial 
technologies. May produce databases, 
perform applications programming, or 
coordinate projects. May specialize in 
areas such as agriculture, mining, health
care, retail trade, urban planning, or 
military intelligence.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-263

 p/hour $135.86 



SME - Geospatial Information 
Scientist and Technologist

Research or develop geospatial 
technologies. May produce databases, 
perform applications programming, or 
coordinate projects. May specialize in 
areas such as agriculture, mining, health
care, retail trade, urban planning, or 
military intelligence.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-264

 p/hour $152.57 



Junior Information Security 
Analyst

Plan, implement, upgrade, or monitor 
security measures for the protection of 
computer networks and information. May 
ensure appropriate security controls are in 
place that will safeguard digital files and 
vital electronic infrastructure. May 
respond to computer security breaches and 
viruses.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-271

 p/hour $113.38 
Journeyman Information Security 
Analyst

Plan, implement, upgrade, or monitor 
security measures for the protection of 
computer networks and information. May 
ensure appropriate security controls are in 
place that will safeguard digital files and 
vital electronic infrastructure. May 
respond to computer security breaches and 
viruses.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-272

 p/hour $135.55 



Senior Information Security 
Analyst

Plan, implement, upgrade, or monitor 
security measures for the protection of 
computer networks and information. May 
ensure appropriate security controls are in 
place that will safeguard digital files and 
vital electronic infrastructure. May 
respond to computer security breaches and 
viruses.  The Senior position possesses 
and applies a comprehensive knowledge 
across key tasks and high impact 
assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-273

 p/hour $174.51 



SME - Information Security 
Analyst

Plan, implement, upgrade, or monitor 
security measures for the protection of 
computer networks and information. May 
ensure appropriate security controls are in 
place that will safeguard digital files and 
vital electronic infrastructure. May 
respond to computer security breaches and 
viruses.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-274

 p/hour $211.43 



Junior Information Technology 
Project Manager

Plan, initiate, and manage information 
technology (IT) projects. Lead and guide 
the work of technical staff. Serve as 
liaison between business and technical 
aspects of projects. Plan project stages and 
assess business implications for each 
stage. Monitor progress to assure 
deadlines,
standards, and cost targets are met.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-281

 p/hour $136.01 



Journeyman Information 
Technology Project Manager

Plan, initiate, and manage information 
technology (IT) projects. Lead and guide 
the work of technical staff. Serve as 
liaison between business and technical 
aspects of projects. Plan project stages and 
assess business implications for each 
stage. Monitor progress to assure 
deadlines,
standards, and cost targets are met.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-282

 p/hour $159.69 



Senior Information Technology 
Project Manager

Plan, initiate, and manage information 
technology (IT) projects. Lead and guide 
the work of technical staff. Serve as 
liaison between business and technical 
aspects of projects. Plan project stages and 
assess business implications for each 
stage. Monitor progress to assure 
deadlines,
standards, and cost targets are met.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-283

 p/hour $182.22 



SME - Information Technology 
Project Manager

Plan, initiate, and manage information 
technology (IT) projects. Lead and guide 
the work of technical staff. Serve as 
liaison between business and technical 
aspects of projects. Plan project stages and 
assess business implications for each 
stage. Monitor progress to assure 
deadlines,
standards, and cost targets are met.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-284

 p/hour $206.83 



Junior Management Analyst Conduct organizational studies and 
evaluations, design systems and 
procedures, conduct work simplification 
and measurement studies, and prepare 
operations and procedures manuals to 
assist management in operating more 
efficiently and effectively. Includes 
program analysts and
management consultants.  The Junior 
position applies fundamental concepts, 
processes, practices, and procedures on 
technical assignments. Performs work that 
requires practical experience and training. 
Work is performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-291

 p/hour $109.54 



Journeyman Management Analyst Conduct organizational studies and 
evaluations, design systems and 
procedures, conduct work simplification 
and measurement studies, and prepare 
operations and procedures manuals to 
assist management in operating more 
efficiently and effectively. Includes 
program analysts and
management consultants.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-292

 p/hour $140.25 



Senior Management Analyst Conduct organizational studies and 
evaluations, design systems and 
procedures, conduct work simplification 
and measurement studies, and prepare 
operations and procedures manuals to 
assist management in operating more 
efficiently and effectively. Includes 
program analysts and
management consultants.  The Senior 
position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-293

 p/hour $164.28 



SME - Management Analyst Conduct organizational studies and 
evaluations, design systems and 
procedures, conduct work simplification 
and measurement studies, and prepare 
operations and procedures manuals to 
assist management in operating more 
efficiently and effectively. Includes 
program analysts and
management consultants.  The Subject 
Matter Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-294

 p/hour $206.71 



Junior Network and Computer 
Systems Administrator

Install, configure, and support an 
organization's local area network (LAN), 
wide area network (WAN), and Internet 
systems or a segment of a network 
system. Monitor network to ensure 
network availability to all system users 
and may perform necessary maintenance 
to support network availability. May 
monitor and test Web site performance to 
ensure Web sites operate correctly and 
without interruption. May assist in 
network modeling, analysis, planning, and 
coordination between network and data 
communications hardware and software. 
May supervise
computer user support specialists and 
computer network support specialists. 
May administer network security 
measures.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-301

 p/hour $98.05 



Journeyman Network and 
Computer Systems Administrator

Install, configure, and support an 
organization's local area network (LAN), 
wide area network (WAN), and Internet 
systems or a segment of a network 
system. Monitor network to ensure 
network availability to all system users 
and may perform necessary maintenance 
to support network availability. May 
monitor and test Web site performance to 
ensure Web sites operate correctly and 
without interruption. May assist in 
network modeling, analysis, planning, and 
coordination between network and data 
communications hardware and software. 
May supervise
computer user support specialists and 
computer network support specialists. 
May administer network security 
measures.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 

l ti t bl C t ib t t

V3M-JOB-302

 p/hour $125.11 



Senior Network and Computer 
Systems Administrator

Install, configure, and support an 
organization's local area network (LAN), 
wide area network (WAN), and Internet 
systems or a segment of a network 
system. Monitor network to ensure 
network availability to all system users 
and may perform necessary maintenance 
to support network availability. May 
monitor and test Web site performance to 
ensure Web sites operate correctly and 
without interruption. May assist in 
network modeling, analysis, planning, and 
coordination between network and data 
communications hardware and software. 
May supervise
computer user support specialists and 
computer network support specialists. 
May administer network security 
measures.  The Senior position possesses 
and applies a comprehensive knowledge 
across key tasks and high impact 
assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
t h i l t lti l j t

V3M-JOB-303

 p/hour $153.78 



SME - Network and Computer 
Systems Administrator

Install, configure, and support an 
organization's local area network (LAN), 
wide area network (WAN), and Internet 
systems or a segment of a network 
system. Monitor network to ensure 
network availability to all system users 
and may perform necessary maintenance 
to support network availability. May 
monitor and test Web site performance to 
ensure Web sites operate correctly and 
without interruption. May assist in 
network modeling, analysis, planning, and 
coordination between network and data 
communications hardware and software. 
May supervise
computer user support specialists and 
computer network support specialists. 
May administer network security 
measures.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 

ibilit f fi i l t

V3M-JOB-304

 p/hour $179.54 



Junior Software Developer, 
Applications

Develop, create, and modify general 
computer applications software or 
specialized utility programs. Analyze user 
needs and develop software solutions. 
Design software or customize software for 
client use with the aim of optimizing 
operational efficiency. May analyze and 
design databases within an application 
area, working individually or coordinating 
database development
as part of a team. May supervise computer 
programmers.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-311

 p/hour $109.54 



Journeyman Software Developer, 
Applications

Develop, create, and modify general 
computer applications software or 
specialized utility programs. Analyze user 
needs and develop software solutions. 
Design software or customize software for 
client use with the aim of optimizing 
operational efficiency. May analyze and 
design databases within an application 
area, working individually or coordinating 
database development
as part of a team. May supervise computer 
programmers.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-312

 p/hour $143.74 



Senior Software Developer, 
Applications

Develop, create, and modify general 
computer applications software or 
specialized utility programs. Analyze user 
needs and develop software solutions. 
Design software or customize software for 
client use with the aim of optimizing 
operational efficiency. May analyze and 
design databases within an application 
area, working individually or coordinating 
database development
as part of a team. May supervise computer 
programmers.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-313

 p/hour $172.48 



SME - Software Developer, 
Applications

Develop, create, and modify general 
computer applications software or 
specialized utility programs. Analyze user 
needs and develop software solutions. 
Design software or customize software for 
client use with the aim of optimizing 
operational efficiency. May analyze and 
design databases within an application 
area, working individually or coordinating 
database development
as part of a team. May supervise computer 
programmers.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
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V3M-JOB-314

 p/hour $212.69 



Junior Software Developer, 
Systems Software

Research, design, develop, and test 
operating systems-level software, 
compilers, and network distribution 
software for medical, industrial, military, 
communications, aerospace, business, 
scientific, and general computing 
applications. Set operational specifications 
and formulate and analyze software 
requirements. May design embedded 
systems software. Apply principles and
techniques of computer science, 
engineering, and mathematical analysis.  
The Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-321

 p/hour $118.43 



Journeyman Software Developer, 
Systems Software

Research, design, develop, and test 
operating systems-level software, 
compilers, and network distribution 
software for medical, industrial, military, 
communications, aerospace, business, 
scientific, and general computing 
applications. Set operational specifications 
and formulate and analyze software 
requirements. May design embedded 
systems software. Apply principles and
techniques of computer science, 
engineering, and mathematical analysis.  
The Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-322

 p/hour $142.89 



Senior Software Developer, 
Systems Software

Research, design, develop, and test 
operating systems-level software, 
compilers, and network distribution 
software for medical, industrial, military, 
communications, aerospace, business, 
scientific, and general computing 
applications. Set operational specifications 
and formulate and analyze software 
requirements. May design embedded 
systems software. Apply principles and
techniques of computer science, 
engineering, and mathematical analysis.  
The Senior position possesses and applies 
a comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-323

 p/hour $174.51 



SME - Software Developer, 
Systems Software

Research, design, develop, and test 
operating systems-level software, 
compilers, and network distribution 
software for medical, industrial, military, 
communications, aerospace, business, 
scientific, and general computing 
applications. Set operational specifications 
and formulate and analyze software 
requirements. May design embedded 
systems software. Apply principles and
techniques of computer science, 
engineering, and mathematical analysis.  
The Subject Matter Expert (SME) position 
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 

j t i l t ti M i

V3M-JOB-324

 p/hour $218.21 
Junior Software Quality Assurance 
Engineer and Tester

Develop and execute software test plans in 
order to identify software problems and 
their causes.  The Junior position applies 
fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-331

 p/hour $94.82 



Journeyman Software Quality 
Assurance Engineer and Tester

Develop and execute software test plans in 
order to identify software problems and 
their causes.  The Journeyman position 
possesses and applies expertise on 
multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-332

 p/hour $117.88 
Senior Software Quality Assurance 
Engineer and Tester

Develop and execute software test plans in 
order to identify software problems and 
their causes.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-333

 p/hour $136.56 



SME - Software Quality Assurance 
Engineer and Tester

Develop and execute software test plans in 
order to identify software problems and 
their causes.  The Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-334

 p/hour $167.33 
Junior Technical Writer Write technical materials, such as 

equipment manuals, appendices, or 
operating and maintenance instructions. 
May assist in layout work.  The Junior 
position applies fundamental concepts, 
processes, practices, and procedures on 
technical assignments. Performs work that 
requires practical experience and training. 
Work is performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-341

 p/hour $84.58 



Journeyman Technical Writer Write technical materials, such as 
equipment manuals, appendices, or 
operating and maintenance instructions. 
May assist in layout work.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-342

 p/hour $106.32 
Senior Technical Writer Write technical materials, such as 

equipment manuals, appendices, or 
operating and maintenance instructions. 
May assist in layout work.  The Senior 
position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-343

 p/hour $126.33 



SME - Technical Writer Write technical materials, such as 
equipment manuals, appendices, or 
operating and maintenance instructions. 
May assist in layout work.  The Subject 
Matter Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-344

 p/hour $149.45 
Junior Telecommunications 
Engineering Specialist

Design or configure voice, video, and data 
communications systems. Supervise 
installation and post-installation service 
and maintenance.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-351

 p/hour $106.82 



Journeyman Telecommunications 
Engineering Specialist

Design or configure voice, video, and data 
communications systems. Supervise 
installation and post-installation service 
and maintenance.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-352

 p/hour $125.87 
Senior Telecommunications 
Engineering Specialist

Design or configure voice, video, and data 
communications systems. Supervise 
installation and post-installation service 
and maintenance.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-353

 p/hour $159.10 



SME - Telecommunications 
Engineering Specialist

Design or configure voice, video, and data 
communications systems. Supervise 
installation and post-installation service 
and maintenance.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-354

 p/hour $189.22 



Junior Telecommunications 
Equipment Installer and Repairer

Install, set-up, rearrange, or remove 
switching, distribution, routing, and 
dialing equipment used in central offices 
or headends. Service or repair telephone, 
cable television, Internet, and other 
communications equipment on customers' 
property. May install communications 
equipment or
communications wiring in buildings.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-361

 p/hour $83.20 



Journeyman Telecommunications 
Equipment Installer and Repairer

Install, set-up, rearrange, or remove 
switching, distribution, routing, and 
dialing equipment used in central offices 
or headends. Service or repair telephone, 
cable television, Internet, and other 
communications equipment on customers' 
property. May install communications 
equipment or
communications wiring in buildings.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-362

 p/hour $102.06 



Senior Telecommunications 
Equipment Installer and Repairer

Install, set-up, rearrange, or remove 
switching, distribution, routing, and 
dialing equipment used in central offices 
or headends. Service or repair telephone, 
cable television, Internet, and other 
communications equipment on customers' 
property. May install communications 
equipment or
communications wiring in buildings.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-363

 p/hour $122.59 



SME - Telecommunications 
Equipment Installer and Repairer

Install, set-up, rearrange, or remove 
switching, distribution, routing, and 
dialing equipment used in central offices 
or headends. Service or repair telephone, 
cable television, Internet, and other 
communications equipment on customers' 
property. May install communications 
equipment or
communications wiring in buildings.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-364

 p/hour $135.19 



Junior Training and Development 
Specialist

Design and conduct training and 
development programs to improve 
individual and organizational 
performance. May analyze training needs.  
The Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-371

 p/hour $86.83 
Journeyman Training and 
Development Specialist

Design and conduct training and 
development programs to improve 
individual and organizational 
performance. May analyze training needs.  
The Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-372

 p/hour $101.14 



Senior Training and Development 
Specialist

Design and conduct training and 
development programs to improve 
individual and organizational 
performance. May analyze training needs.  
The Senior position possesses and applies 
a comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-373

 p/hour $126.79 
SME - Training and Development 
Specialist

Design and conduct training and 
development programs to improve 
individual and organizational 
performance. May analyze training needs.  
The Subject Matter Expert (SME) position 
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-374

 p/hour $155.24 



Junior Video Game Designer Design core features of video games. 
Specify innovative game and role-play 
mechanics, story
lines, and character biographies. Create 
and maintain design documentation. 
Guide and collaborate with production 
staff to produce games as designed.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-381

 p/hour $108.91 
Journeyman Video Game Designer Design core features of video games. 

Specify innovative game and role-play 
mechanics, story
lines, and character biographies. Create 
and maintain design documentation. 
Guide and collaborate with production 
staff to produce games as designed.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-382

 p/hour $121.81 



Senior Video Game Designer Design core features of video games. 
Specify innovative game and role-play 
mechanics, story
lines, and character biographies. Create 
and maintain design documentation. 
Guide and collaborate with production 
staff to produce games as designed.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-383

 p/hour $143.73 



SME - Video Game Designer Design core features of video games. 
Specify innovative game and role-play 
mechanics, story
lines, and character biographies. Create 
and maintain design documentation. 
Guide and collaborate with production 
staff to produce games as designed.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-384

 p/hour $175.87 
Junior Web Administrator Manage web environment design, 

deployment, development and 
maintenance activities. Perform testing 
and quality assurance of web sites and 
web applications.  The Junior position 
applies fundamental concepts, processes, 
practices, and procedures on technical 
assignments. Performs work that requires 
practical experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-391

 p/hour $97.75 



Journeyman Web Administrator Manage web environment design, 
deployment, development and 
maintenance activities. Perform testing 
and quality assurance of web sites and 
web applications.  The Journeyman 
position possesses and applies expertise 
on multiple complex work assignments. 
Assignments may be broad in nature, 
requiring originality and innovation in 
determining how to accomplish tasks. 
Operates with appreciable latitude in 
developing methodology and presenting 
solutions to problems. Contributes to 
deliverables and performance metrics 
where applicable.

V3M-JOB-392

 p/hour $119.55 
Senior Web Administrator Manage web environment design, 

deployment, development and 
maintenance activities. Perform testing 
and quality assurance of web sites and 
web applications.  The Senior position 
possesses and applies a comprehensive 
knowledge across key tasks and high 
impact assignments. Plans and leads major 
technology assignments. Evaluates 
performance results and recommends 
major changes affecting short-term project 
growth and success. Functions as a 
technical expert across multiple project 
assignments. May supervise others.

V3M-JOB-393

 p/hour $136.32 



SME - Web Administrator Manage web environment design, 
deployment, development and 
maintenance activities. Perform testing 
and quality assurance of web sites and 
web applications.  The Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) position  provides 
technical/management leadership on 
major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-394

 p/hour $162.10 



Junior Web Developer Design, create, and modify Web sites. 
Analyze user needs to implement Web 
site content, graphics, performance, and 
capacity. May integrate Web sites with 
other computer applications. May convert 
written, graphic, audio, and video 
components to compatible Web formats 
by using
software designed to facilitate the creation 
of Web and multimedia content.  The 
Junior position applies fundamental 
concepts, processes, practices, and 
procedures on technical assignments. 
Performs work that requires practical 
experience and training. Work is 
performed under supervision.

V3M-JOB-401

 p/hour $97.91 



Journeyman Web Developer Design, create, and modify Web sites. 
Analyze user needs to implement Web 
site content, graphics, performance, and 
capacity. May integrate Web sites with 
other computer applications. May convert 
written, graphic, audio, and video 
components to compatible Web formats 
by using
software designed to facilitate the creation 
of Web and multimedia content.  The 
Journeyman position possesses and 
applies expertise on multiple complex 
work assignments. Assignments may be 
broad in nature, requiring originality and 
innovation in determining how to 
accomplish tasks. Operates with 
appreciable latitude in developing 
methodology and presenting solutions to 
problems. Contributes to deliverables and 
performance metrics where applicable.

V3M-JOB-402

 p/hour $120.58 



Senior Web Developer Design, create, and modify Web sites. 
Analyze user needs to implement Web 
site content, graphics, performance, and 
capacity. May integrate Web sites with 
other computer applications. May convert 
written, graphic, audio, and video 
components to compatible Web formats 
by using
software designed to facilitate the creation 
of Web and multimedia content.  The 
Senior position possesses and applies a 
comprehensive knowledge across key 
tasks and high impact assignments. Plans 
and leads major technology assignments. 
Evaluates performance results and 
recommends major changes affecting 
short-term project growth and success. 
Functions as a technical expert across 
multiple project assignments. May 
supervise others.

V3M-JOB-403

 p/hour $139.09 



SME - Web Developer Design, create, and modify Web sites. 
Analyze user needs to implement Web 
site content, graphics, performance, and 
capacity. May integrate Web sites with 
other computer applications. May convert 
written, graphic, audio, and video 
components to compatible Web formats 
by using
software designed to facilitate the creation 
of Web and multimedia content.  The 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) position  
provides technical/management leadership 
on major tasks or technology assignments. 
Establishes goals and plans that meet 
project objectives. Has domain and expert 
technical knowledge. Directs and controls 
activities for a client, having overall 
responsibility for financial management, 
methods, and staffing to ensure that 
technical requirements are met. 
Interactions involve client negotiations 
and interfacing with senior management. 
Decision making and domain knowledge 
may have a critical impact on overall 
project implementation. May supervise 
others.

V3M-JOB-404

 p/hour $167.69 


